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evaluation
PS17 takes up the theme introduced in the previous issue and reinterprets it 
in a local context, on the occasion of the celebration of Valencia World Design 
Capital 2022. Both issues were planned to be worked on jointly: the first as a 
selection of international projects whose approaches could inspire possible 
interventions on a more local level, the second as a sample of works already 
produced in the Valencian Region in recent years. 

Selecting public space design projects from our own region worthy of 
publication has been a challenge for paisea, as landscape architecture is 
unfortunately rarely a priority in the planning of our surroundings. But this 
was precisely the main reason why paisea was created, to showcase examples 
of the transformative power of landscape design and to encourage authorities, 
administrations and developers to commit to this discipline when it comes to 
intervening in the environment that we all inhabit.

Projects have been selected that not only transform the physical space for the 
better, but do so with meaning, with the intention of conveying a message, 
whether of sustainability, integration, organisation, reading the environment 
or reinterpretation. Through different scales, the projects highlighted in this 
issue show how respect for place can be approached from an innovative 
perspective without losing its essence, without resorting to mimicry and 
replicas of obsolete models. We want to show how individuals, despite the 
inevitable initial resistance, quickly make a well-designed public space their 
own, improving their lived experience in their immediate surroundings, 
optimising the way in which they carry out their daily activities, be they 
productive, caring, communal or leisure activities. This is almost invariably 
the case with pedestrianisation: initially the local population interprets it as 
a problem that will make life difficult for residents and shopkeepers... and 
gradually, quietly, urban life improves and it ends up becoming a place that is 
appreciated and valued, and over time it becomes impossible to imagine it not 
being pedestrianised! 

We also wanted to select works from all over Valéncia, in different areas and 
conditions, with tight or expansive budgets, ambitious or modest, poetic or 
functional... with the aim of showing a variety of intervention possibilities 
and varied approaches according to the needs and characteristics of each 
place.

In addition to the special aspect of showcasing works from our own region, 
this issue is also significant because it represents the end of another stage 
for paisea, that of PS, as from now on we are going to experiment with 
more flexible dissemination formats adapted to the different realities of the 
people who make up paisea. We will continue, in whatever way we can, to 
disseminate and promote quality work in landscape design, and we encourage 
you to do the same, also in whatever way you can...

https://terra.asfes.org/
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Coves de Vinromá | Castellón
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PS17 takes up the theme introduced in the previous issue and reinterprets it in a 
local context, on the occasion of the celebration of Valencia, World Design Capital 
2022. Both issues were planned to be worked on jointly: the first as a selection of 
international projects whose approaches could inspire possible interventions on a 
more local level, the second as a sample of works already produced in the Valencian 
Community in recent years. 

Selecting public space design projects from our own region worthy of publication 
has been a challenge for paisea, as landscape architecture is unfortunately rarely 
a priority in the planning of our surroundings. But this was precisely the main 
reason why paisea was created, to showcase examples of the transformative power 
of landscape design and to encourage authorities, administrations and developers to 
commit to this discipline when it comes to intervening in the environment that we 
all inhabit.

Projects have been selected that not only transform the physical space for the 
better, but do so with meaning, with the intention of conveying a message, 
whether of sustainability, integration, organisation, reading the environment or 
reinterpretation. Through different scales, the projects highlighted in this issue 
show how respect for place can be approached from an innovative perspective 
without losing its essence, without resorting to mimicry and replicas of obsolete 
models. We want to show how individuals, despite the inevitable initial resistance, 
quickly make a well-designed public space their own, improving their lived 
experience in their immediate surroundings, optimising the way in which they 
carry out their daily activities, be they productive, caring, communal or leisure 
activities. This is almost invariably the case with pedestrianisation: initially the local 
population interprets it as a problem that will make life difficult for residents and 
shopkeepers... and gradually, quietly, urban life improves and it ends up becoming 
a place that is appreciated and valued, and over time it becomes impossible to 
imagine it not being pedestrianised! 
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The promenade descends and ends in a small square supported on the hillside 
by a masonry wall. Unlike the rest, this one has a more urban character, even on 
a domestic scale. It is the vestibule that communicates with the highest level of 
the village through the existing path that runs along the cut in the rock, the same 
one that descends to the river. This open space, for socialisation and leisure, is 
conceived as a parapeted balcony made of a corrugated steel mesh and filled with 
rounded stones; from it and through an opening in the filling of stones one can see 
the river and its white stones, and the abandoned shepherds’ corrals on the other 
side of the valley.

A drinking fountain and a bench occupy the centre of the square as a resting 
place. The water drains through an open channel in the pavement, which in turn 
determines the meeting point of the ceramic tiles. The water is expelled down the 
terrace through a steel gargoyle. The intention is to irrigate a future vine arbour on 
the lower level, which will provide shade for a play area, yet to be built.

The stonework embankment supporting the square structures the descent to the 
old waterwheel from the path by means of a stepped slope. The different sections 
of the footpath are again made of cobblestones, this time of a smaller size, as found 
in the streets of the town. The steps are made with bush-hammered paving stones 
recovered from the municipality’s warehouses. The end of the path, after the small 
square, is indicated by another concrete axle-guard made in situ, another element 
that is very common at street crossings in the town.

The ceramic  material selected as the main element to give character to the project 
and resolve the paving is made from the reuse of ceramic stock of low commercial 
value. Still a prototype, this is the second time it has been used in a finished project. 

The warm striped texture of the ceramic strips, together with the different stone 
paving applications and solutions (whether small pebbles or cobblestones, rough 
deactivated concrete, bush-hammered kerbstone or paving stone of a certain 
squareness, etc.) combined with the rusted steel metalwork, form a limited 
chromatic and material palette and integrate the promenade into the rural 
surroundings, a place of great natural beauty

The development of the project, from the conception of the idea to its execution, 
has been carried out exclusively by means of plans, drawings and working sketches 
made by hand, without the use of any computer software. This way of working 
and thinking by hand is inherent to the studio, and is approached with patience 
and as much coherence as possible. The result, beyond the executed work, is 
defined by this way of working and undoubtedly creates a lasting impression, that 
of commitment to work done in good faith, respecting the location in its broadest 
definition. 

The project, designed by Bona fide taller and located on the urban edge of the 
town of Les Coves de Vinromà, in Castellón (Spain), is the result of the CRU ideas 
competition, whose objective is the urban regeneration of different degraded spaces 
in the towns of the province through the use and promotion of products from the 
region’s ceramic sector. 
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technical data

project    PROMENADE EN LES COVES DE VINROMÀ

location    

authors    

client    

collaborating companies 

project management  

construction management 

main contractor   

surface area   500 m2

date of project    

year of execution  

budget     

total cost   

photographers    
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 The urban regeneration project of Synagogue Square is an intervention on the built 
heritage located in the historic centre of the town of Onda, whose origins are Moorish 
(11th-12th century) and which was declared an Asset of Cultural Interest in 1967. 
The square is a void in the medieval town, in a topographical area near the Arabic 
archaeological remains of medieval palaces and the main church located on top of 
the old mosque. In medieval times, like all squares, it was a social meeting point, a 
fact that was amplified because it also had one of the main access gates to the walled 
enclosure, which was the Portal de València, with a path that connected directly to 
the sea. In more recent times, this square was used as a playground for the nursery 
school run by the ecclesiastical complex. But in recent decades, Synagogue Square had 
been used solely as a car park, degrading the quality of the space. In 2016, during an 
archaeological investigation, numerous rammed-earth walls from the Islamic period 
were discovered almost at the level of the square. Excavation work continued and 
reached deeper levels of almost 5m. The discovery was surprising because not only 
was a square-shaped basin uncovered, but other remains from the Gothic period (13th-
15th century) were also found inside, in the form of a monumental staircase and the 
start of several arches, possibly pointed, all of which were made of limestone masonry.

 

The archaeological site discovered was actually a 12th-century Andalusian pond 
surrounded by rammed-earth walls 1.40 metres thick and measuring 15x15 metres. 
Later, in the Christian period, during the 12th-15th century, this space was likely reused 
as an almudín (for the storage and management of cereals and other crops) by the 
Order of the Hospital, which built four rows of stone arches and a staircase inside in 
civic-Gothic style. By integrating the archaeological site into the rest of the space of the 
square and re-establishing connections with the historic streets, the aim of the project 
has been to restore the interest and urban life of the neighbourhood, which currently 
exhibited an evident decline in population and social abandonment.
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The basic concept of the project was fine-tuned through different meetings 
with residents of the neighbourhood, where a variety of ideas and needs 
were expressed: people with reduced mobility, elderly people, small shops, 
preferential routes, the need for meeting and play areas, etc.

 

The project was designed from an inclusive perspective to improve the 
quality of life of the neighbourhood’s inhabitants. This urban regeneration 
intervention aims to reconnect the different levels of the site, building a floor 
with a continuous non-slip stone paving as an adaptation of the traditional 
paving system. The connections with the streets are resolved with gently 
sloping ramps and steps with low risers to facilitate daily movements such as 
going to the bakery, to church, to the adult education centre or taking children 
to school. 

The most striking feature of the design is the large wooden platform situated 
above the archaeological space, which has three functions: it connects the 
different elevations of the square, marks the original height of the interior 
galleries, and recovers the historical route towards the historic Valencia Street. 
The iroko wood slatted flooring is manually laid on a steel structure adapted 
to the topography. This structural deployment, supported by micro-piling, 
facilitates changes in level by means of small steps that allow people to sit and 
chat. In this way, the square is partially floating, facilitating the continuity 
of the public space of the surrounding streets. This achieves a utilitarian 
urban space that promotes the tactile sensation of the small scale, which is 
reinforced by the landscaping and the recovery of the presence of water as a 
metaphor for the original water basin that it once was.
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technical data

project     SINAGOGA SQUARE

location     

authors     el fabricante de espheras + Grupo Aranea + Cel-Ras Arquitectura

architects 

collaborators architects 

collaborators 

client     

main contractor    

surface area    

date of project    2018

budget     

photographers  
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The area around the Market was a focal point of urban and commercial life in 
Valencia even before the construction of the current Central Market (1928). 

At the same time as the construction of the building, an interior redevelopment 
was undertaken, which envisioned two large avenues that would cross one 
another. Only the western avenue was pushed through, running south to north, 
ignoring any heritage value along its route. It finally stopped when it reached the 
Palace of the Count of Parcent, the Central Market, the Palaces of the Eixarcas 
and the Church of the St. Johns. The result of this operation is what we know 
today as the City of Bruges Square, which is actually the end of an unfinished 
avenue.

The project involves the urban regeneration of the surroundings of the Silk 
Exchange (la Lonja de la Seda), the Central Market and the Church of the St. 
Johns, all of them listed as Assets of Cultural Interest (BIC). The two main areas 
of the project are the Market Square, which is characterised as an emblematic 
urban space in which the different monuments cohabit, and the City of Bruges 
Square, located above a new underground car park, a neglected space that lacked 
a minimum level of quality urban design.

A series of interrelated open spaces are proposed in order to achieve a flexible 
public space that adapts to different urban conditions and needs. 

The fluvial nature of the city of Valencia, born between two branches of the Turia 
River, is reflected in the setting, and traces of the dry branch can still be read 
in the topography of the place. This fact, added to the existence of the Rovella 
irrigation canal, results in the foundational idea of the proposal: water as a 
force that shapes the urban physical environment. The plan defines the path of 
the water, which in turn gives structure to the composition of the paving that 
provides a suitable environment for each of the heritage elements in the area.
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Alineación con arbolado existente
Alignment with existing trees

Plaça de la  Comunió de Sant Joan
Comunió de Sant Joan Square
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There is a coexistence of buildings from different periods and styles. The project 
aims to interrelate the areas without losing a unitary reading of the place, 
creating a public space designed for pedestrians. The paving and the elimination 
of disruptive elements will facilitate the reading of the urban landscape.

The paving is envisaged as carpets surrounding the different monuments; large 
pieces of limestone are used in front of the Silk Exchange, smaller pieces around 
the Church of the St. Johns, and surrounding the Central Market a tricolour 
combination of three different granites. In the rest of the project, grey granite of 
different sizes is used, linking the intervention to its surroundings.

In addition to the paving, trees are used to reinforce the different characteristics 
of the public space, with alignments that support the continuity of the façades, 
date palms at the entrances and heritage areas, tropical palm trees in a grid in 
the planters in the City of Bruges Square and individual trees to characterise 
more contained spaces such as the Plaza de la Comunión de Sant Joan and the 
small square at the junction with Sant Ferran Street.

It was important to restore the termination of the Avenida del Oeste as a public 
commercial and meeting space, so this square was designed as a single space 
linked to its surroundings.

The transition to the City of Bruges Square is treated as a single-level space 
colonised by a grid of palm trees that follows the structure of the market, breaks 
the strength of the alignment of the avenue and helps to establish a new order in 
the area. This space, marked by the end of the urban avenue and the beginning 
of the historic fabric, is conceived as a meeting place.
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On the south side of the square, there is an initial pergola that covers the elevator and 
stairwell of the car park, generating a shaded area where a bus stop is located. This 
pergola accompanies the bus route, but also opens up views from the avenue and 
directs the gaze towards the bell tower of St. Johns, while at the same time recovering 
the scale of the old street next to the Central Market. 

In the northern part of the square, where the old Cemetery Square used to be, a lively 
space is generated, formalised by inclined paving planes and a pergola that frames 
them. Next to the staircase leading out of the car park, these planes delimit the former 
layout of the square, recover its scale and allow people to sit under the pergola and 
enjoy the public space.

Market Square marks the intersection of the three BICs present in the proposal: 
the Church of the St. Johns, the Silk Exchange and the Central Market. The 
proposal consists of removing some of the existing trees and planting tall palm 
trees to frame the space without diminishing the views. The meeting of the three 
different types of paving will reinforce the importance of this area.

The intervention in “Les Covetes” (former craftsmen’s workshops beneath the 
rear of the church) also stands out. By means of the depression in the paving, the 
original level of access to the workshops is recovered and, at the same time, a 
seating area is created in the form of stands with five steps. 

The scope of the project means that a wide variety of uses are envisaged, creating the 
need for accessible paved surfaces and making it difficult to design landscaped areas that 
achieve an environmentally comfortable and sustainable environment with quality trees.

Permeable paving has been used in the tree pit zones, and the new planting holes have 
been interconnected with structural soil. This helps to reduce the “heat island” effect and 
improves the quality of the soil, allowing the trees to grow better.

One of the pergolas in the City of Bruges Square serves as a supporting structure 
for a system of photovoltaic cells designed to generate electrical energy that is 
used to recharge electric cars parked in the square’s underground car park.

In the project area, the use of public space is quite varied and evolving. With the redevelopment, 
these uses, which were previously concentrated in the eastern area, are more widely 
distributed, helping to spread the pressure of pedestrian traffic throughout the area.

The intervention is therefore particularly relevant from an urbanistic point of 
view, as it represents an opportunity to consolidate the Central Market area as a 
place of daily activity that attracts an influx of people, and to mitigate the urban 
problems linked to the historical abandonment of the Velluters neighbourhood. The 
recognition of public transport as an urban asset, the substantial improvement in 
accessibility, the incorporation of wide visual fields and the design of open leisure 
spaces all serve to rebalance the overall impact of the project.
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technical data

project    URBANIZACIÓN PARA REGENERACIÓN URBANA ENTORNO DE LA PLAZA     
    CIUDAD DE BRUJAS, LONJA, MERCADO CENTRAL Y SANTOS JUANES.

location    

authors    Elisabet Quintana | Blanca Peñín (Peñín Arquitectos SLP)

client    

writing team  

   
      

main contractor   

collaborating company  

construction management

surface area   

date of project   

year of execution 

budget    

photographers
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Conversión rotonda Avd. Cataluña en espacio de cultura urbana
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The Miramar Tower roundabout at the northern entrance to Valencia, next to 
the Polytechnic University, has been abandoned for more than a decade. It was 
inaugurated in June 2009 with the construction of a 45-metre-high concrete tower 
intended to be a viewpoint over the orchards and countryside of Valencia and the 
sea, although the elevator broke down within weeks and the viewpoint was closed 
after three months. The tower was accompanied by a 300-meter-long underground 
tunnel for traffic and two roundabouts on the surface. The larger one, with a 
surface area of 7,200 m2 and a diameter of 100 m and eight lanes, distributes the 
traffic connecting the city with the Ronda Norte ring road, Tarongers Avenue and 
the V-21 motorway to Barcelona, and is crossed by an east/west tram line. The 
ornamental design of the roundabout was based on the not-very-original theme of 
flowing water (35,000 l/min), with water pumped to the surface, which then flowed 
down through levels leading to a waterfall and pond, before spilling down one side 
of the underground tunnel with a trencadís (broken tile mosaic) backdrop.

This main roundabout, where there used to be a bridge, was made accessible 
to the public, albeit by means of glass walkways and underpasses, which 
undoubtedly made access difficult as it was indirect. Palm trees and other 
plant species were planted. All in all, since 1995, the Ministry of Public Works 
(Spain) invested 26 million euros in the project called “Works to connect the 
Ronda Norte of Valencian with the A7-E6 motorway” (Code 45-V-4700), including 
execution, demolition, expropriation and technical assistance.

Since the end of the construction period and the inauguration of the project in 
2009, the Valencia City Council has been in charge of traffic management and has 
paid for the lighting. However, there was no formal reception of the infrastructure 
and neither of the two administrations cared to maintain in good condition an 
ornamental complex with hardly any use and an excessive cost, which led to its 
deterioration over the years, thefts and, finally, the emptying of the ponds and 
fountains. Thus, the Miramar roundabout, despite its welcoming location at the 
entrance to the city, had become an unsafe, inaccessible and dirty place.

Faced with this situation, in 2019, with the aim of unblocking the frozen state 
of this infrastructure, the City Council, coordinated from the Mayor’s Office, 
and with the participation of five technical services (Sustainable Mobility, 
Sustainable Gardening, Integral Water Cycle, Central Lighting, and Infrastructure 
Maintenance) carried out an economic assessment of the work necessary 
for the general adaptation of the area in accordance with the initial project, 
resulting in a minimum cost estimate of 2.2 million euros plus VAT. Faced with 
such nonsense, throughout 2020, after multiple interdepartmental meetings, 
with the aim of developing an alternative and less costly plan, it was proposed 
to use the interior of the roundabout for urban sports: parkour, skating, urban 
dance, skateboarding, slackline, climbing, etc. In this rethink, everything that 
was excessive (water), unnecessary (glass walkways) and unsafe (underground 
walkways), which also generated disorientation, was reconsidered. The original 
idea was to conceptualise the tower as a climbing wall in the style of how bunkers 
and silos have been used in Central Europe. However, in the first phase, in order 
to keep it simple, it was decided to generate an expectation of use by adapting the 
surface of the roundabout with the following intervention parameters: usability, 
appropriation, reuse, accessibility and ease of maintenance. 
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To this end, the immediate improvement actions that have been carried out by 
consensus between both administrations have been the closure and elimination 
of the underground accesses; the dismantling of the lower pedestrian walkways; 
the creation of accessible routes in the main basin; the resurfacing with polished 
concrete (where before everything was swimming pool mosaic tiles), even 
coloured red in some areas; the cleaning and elimination of risky elements in 
the interior enclosure; the closing of some holes in the tunnel roof slab with a 
drop to the lower level and the replacement of the simple protective fencing with 
deployé sheet metal; the addition of slopes and drains; the gardening work of 
pruning, replanting and earthmoving; the removal of the ponds and a rectangular 
fountain; the modification of the lighting; and, finally, the creation of new surface 
pedestrian crossings with traffic lights, accompanied by the appropriate signage 
“Miramar, urban culture space” with a warning that it is not a regular public 
space. The greatest difficulty was to create a clear and continuous route by means 
of ramps and to facilitate the evacuation of water from large surface areas that 
were previously watertight. In short, work on the main roundabout prioritised 
safety, usability, attractiveness and ease of maintenance so that urban sports and 
art could be practised, taking advantage of the existing gradients, heights and 
corners.

As a continuation of this process, in February 2022, once the roundabout had 
been officially received by the city (with the exception of the tower), the Miramar 
Urban Meet was held, an event that was organised selflessly by different urban 
culture entities (Valencia Royals, Motion Academy, Longboard Valencia, Let’s 
Grow) with the aim of appropriating the space in which they have been and 
continue to be participants. This event has enjoyed the collaboration of Valencia 
City Council and the Valencia World Design Capital 2022 association, which in 
turn has unfurled on the north face of the Miramar Tower a giant canvas designed 
by Iban Ramon with the word ‘Hola’, with the objective of welcoming the city that 
this year holds the title of World Design Capital. 

As part of the agreed-on plan, the Parks and Gardens Autonomous Body is 
now the sole manager of the space and has an annual budget allocation for its 
improvement, maintenance and revitalisation, starting with the complementary, 
specific and regulatory facilities for the practice of urban sports. In turn, the 
Valencia Climate and Energy Foundation is encouraging the use of shade-
producing structures to mitigate the heat island effect, and the installation of 
solar panels on the south facade of the tower, taking advantage of this unused 
surface area to supply electricity to the tunnel facilities, the surrounding road 
infrastructure and nearby facilities. 

In short, this project has no designer, but is rather a collective and scalable 
process, in which participation and continuous management go hand in hand 
with its design, where for the first time a variety of sports and urban arts are 
simultaneously combined to give life to the roundabout, which will also have the 
city’s first free expression wall.
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technical data

project     CATALUNYA AV. ROUNDABOUT CONVERSION INTO A URBAN CULTURE SPACE

location     

authors       (not project)

client     

construction management  

main contractor    

surface area    

process ( no project)     

year of execution      2020

budget     

photographers      
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The redevelopment of Antonino and Acequieros streets is part of the urban 
development project launched by Cheste Town Council to carry out urban 
planning from a global point of view of the overall urban fabric. This project is 
the beginning of a long road to achieve, among other things, a more inclusive, 
sustainable and efficient town through urban planning.

The aim of this global project is to carry out an exhaustive analysis of the entire 
urban fabric in order to identify the shortcomings of the town and to be able 
to establish appropriate urban planning. After a detailed study of the anatomy 
of Cheste undertaken by the technical team, a new urban planning system is 
proposed, organised into five zones, established according to the historical growth 
of the town (See DOC 06_Historical map and DOC 07_Classification of 5 zones).

For each of these zones a design will be established, which will mark the delimitation 
of the zones, thereby achieving a more ordered, sustainable urban space with a careful 
aesthetic that provides an identity to the locality. Our study has drawn up an urban 
catalogue, which includes intervention strategies for each of the five zones, which 
aim, among other things, to reduce the unsatisfied needs of the town, achieving safer, 
more accessible, pleasant and comfortable spaces for people to gather. (See DOC 08_
Classification of street sections and DOC 09_Chart of street sections).

The redevelopment of Antonino and Acequieros streets is located within Zone 2 and 
the design defined for these streets has marked the design of this entire zone, not 
only in terms of paving but also with the incorporation of street furniture, vegetation, 
facilities, etc. 
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In general, the streets located in Zone 2, around the church, are historic streets 
that originated between the 13th and 18th centuries, originally designed with very 
narrow sidewalks, as well as multiple nooks and crannies that impede mobility.

In addition, the main use of this area is single-family residential, with dwellings 
of no more than two storeys, which means that road traffic is reduced. The 
combination of these factors led us to propose an urban design platform where the 
pedestrian would play a greater role than road traffic. 

This reflection prompted us to consider the importance of incorporating a chapter 
in the urban catalogue where a global intervention protocol would be carried out, 
depending on the characteristics of the cross-section of the street.

Thus, an analysis of the typologies of characteristics of the existing streets in Cheste 
was undertaken, which resulted in a summary table that allowed the streets to be 
systematised and grouped together. In this way, unitary criteria were established for 
the whole town in terms of the width of the street and sidewalk, in comparison with 
the dimensions of the cross-section of the street.

The YELLOW SECTION refers to single-level streets. These are very narrow streets 
designed at a single level so that pedestrian and vehicular use can coexist without 
reducing pedestrian comfort and safety.

The ORANGE, BLUE AND PURPLE SECTIONS designate streets with sidewalks and 
roads at different levels, depending on their width. Criteria have been established 
for the introduction of street furniture and parking.

In this way, the different designs proposed for each of the areas had to be adapted 
according to the cross-section of the street.
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In the specific case of the redevelopment of Antonino and Acequieros streets, the 
implementation of a single platform, where sidewalks and roads are at the same 
level, not only enhances coexistence in this environment, but also provides a better 
and friendlier experience for all users, especially for those with reduced mobility.

In order to realise an economical and viable long-term approach to the 
development of the paving design, it is proposed to use a basic precast concrete 
paver (or paving stone) combined in three colours. The arrangement of different 
coloured pavers is not random, but organises the different elements of the street, 
marking the urban grid. While pedestrian crossings are marked with a series of 
grey strips, vehicle exits are designated with white strips. There are, therefore, 
three types of paving stones:

BLACK PAVERS: Serve as a base and gives continuity to the entire street component.

GREY PAVERS. Grey strips are laid out with an intermittent rhythm, marking the 
areas in which pedestrians must walk when they are in contact with vehicles. 
These bands are one metre wide, leaving a limited space for vehicles, indicating 
that they should moderate their speed. In addition, these grey strips cross the 
entire roadway with much longer strips at the points where there is a crossing, 
marking the pedestrian’s absolute right of way and serving as an indicator to 
vehicles to stop.

WHITE PAVERS. The white strips are thicker and more conspicuous for the 
purpose of marking pedestrian access and garage exits. On the one hand, they 
serve as an accessibility indicator and, on the other hand, preserve their urban 
footprint in the future.

As a result, the design eliminates any architectural barriers that may exist in 
the streets, encouraging accessibility and giving preference to pedestrians 
over vehicles. These factors, together with the provision of urban furniture 
along the streets, contribute to the creation of meeting and rest spaces for an 
intergenerational population.

In addition to the paving works, the sanitation and drinking water installations 
have been totally refurbished and the incorporation of LED lighting has been 
completed, improving the lighting quality of the space.

Now that the intervention has been completed, it is very satisfying to walk along  
these streets and see how the residents themselves have brought flowerpots to 
the street, adding colour and personalisation, as well as the installation of a 
small terrace in the bar on Calle Antonio where neighbours interact with one 
another and enjoy the improvement of this public space.
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The intervention consists of the creation of a green zone in the vicinity of the 
Clariano river as it passes through the city of Ontinyent. 

The project stems from a municipal initiative to recover the riverside as a 
public space, so that it can be used as a unit linking different parts of the 
city by means of a natural linear infrastructure that also connects different 
recreational areas via a pedestrian route. 

The river was completely disconnected from the fabric of the city, even though 
it runs along both sides of it. It could even be said that the city has turned its 
back on its river, with few access points to the water and poor accessibility 
conditions of the existing ones. 

The intervention area and its surroundings contain a significant number of assets 
with heritage value, as relics of the city’s industrial past before the disappearance 
of the textile industry linked to the river. The closest examples are the Molí Descals 
(the Descals Mill), the Pont Nou (the New Bridge), the old Revert factory, the 
industrial chimney of the disappeared Paduana factory and the slaughterhouse. 
The intervention aims to facilitate their access and enjoyment, enhancing the value 
of these elements and serving as a basis for linking a series of routes that connect 
them with one another and with others in the vicinity. 

The site on which the project is developed is the result of the demolition in 
2006 of the old Paduana textile factory. Of the original construction, laid out 
on several tiers from the height of the urban fabric to the lower level of the 
river, only the tower that housed the water tanks next to the Pont Nou, the 
exposed brick chimney, as well as some sills, half-buried basins and part of 
the rubble resulting from the demolition have been conserved.
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There is an elevation difference from the current car park to the river of 16.00 
metres. This height difference is bridged by various platforms that are taken 
into account in the design of the park. 

The proximity to the river has led us to design an intervention that is as natural 
as possible. In addition, the lower area is susceptible to flooding, as it is located 
in the restricted waters area. 

Access to the existing site was only possible from Músic Úbedan Street—a steep 
slope and not very visible from Concepción Square—which made it necessary to 
create an additional access from the Pont Nou via a staircase that, surrounding 
the tower of the water tanks, would increase the number of access options 
and multiply the number of paths at different levels, also generating elevated 
spaces to enjoy the views of the unique elements existing in the area of the 
intervention.

The site had a considerable amount of rubble from the demolition of the 
original structure. This large volume had to be taken into account in the 
proposal, given that the determining factor that affected any decision was the 
tight budget available for the project. 

With a total surface area of around 3,000 m2 and a resulting cost of just over 
145,000 euros for the finished job, the resulting module is less than 50 €/m2, VAT 
not included, which demonstrates the low cost of the intervention.

The proposal incorporates the existing slopes and minimises topographical 
modification as much as possible. As a result, several terraces and paths are 
created around the new park. The upper level is equipped with picnic areas and 
benches, providing spaces for contemplation of the river. The slope between the 
terraces of the different levels is planted with vegetation, including alternative 
routes and small relaxation areas. In the central part, where most of the 
previous debris accumulated, a small hill is created around which a sandpit 
and children’s play area are located. The lower platform, closer to the river, is 
equipped with picnic areas, benches, bicycle racks and a fountain. 

The naturalisation of the intervention and its value as a nucleus of dispersion 
and attraction is enhanced through the inclusion of existing trees in the design 
and the use of low-maintenance native species, both arboreal (Celtis Australia, 
Fraxinus, Quercus Faginea, etc.) and shrubby/aromatic (Laurus nobilis, Arbutus 
unedo, etc.). 

The use of barriers to protect against falls in sloping areas is intentionally 
minimised. Where these are essential, they are linked to shrubs that dilute 
them. As an alternative, tree surrounds of sufficient size are placed in the 
vicinity of the slopes to prevent access. In the paved square, linear benches 
were chosen to serve both as seating and as protective barriers, associated with 
the tree surrounds that keep users away from the proximity of the slopes and 
provide shade.
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In the area closest to the river, there is a square with a more urban character 
than the rest of the intervention— with paving, lighting and urban 
furniture— which serves as a connecting space with the city and to welcome 
pedestrians, allowing them to contemplate the river up to the riverbank 
itself without necessarily accessing the leisure area, which has a more 
natural appearance.

From the square there are a series of concrete platforms at different levels 
that allow access to the river itself and can be used as small beaches. 
Their configuration allows them to be susceptible to flooding depending 
on the flow of the river without requiring any special prevention or 
maintenance measures. The rest of the project is planned with vegetation 
as the protagonist and under the criterion of minimal urbanisation, with 
the natural character of the river environment prevailing and seeking a 
multiplicity of activities and different types of users. 

The location next to the river, susceptible to the risk of increasingly frequent 
flooding due to climate change and periodic “cold drops”, requires the 
project to be compatible with these phenomena. The resilience of the 
project was demonstrated a few months after the completion of the work, 
during the floods of September 2019.  

The intervention contributes to the improvement of both the urban space 
in which the work was carried out and the context of the intervention, also 
serving as a cultural support for all kinds of initiatives.
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Llebeig Street, located in the historic centre of El Poble Nou de Benitatxell, 
occupies the space left by an old building. The Town Hall acquired the site 
to directly connect the streets of La Pau and Plaça Pesqueres for pedestrian 
traffic with the aim of improving urban mobility in the town centre, which 
is greatly affected by the topography and the historical development of the 
urban fabric, based on settlements along roads and not following a grid 
layout. Oriented north-south, the street has a regular width and a decreasing 
gradient of 3.2 metres. 

Prior to the project, Llebeig Street was in a basic state resulting from the 
provisional development of the land, carried out as simply and quickly as 
possible, without any improvements in terms of finishings or installations. In 
terms of the use of the space, the street presented a dual problem: the steep 
slope did not meet optimum accessibility conditions, and there were often 
strong winds that made it uncomfortable to use the space, especially in winter 
(the street is actually named after a wind).

The aim of the project was therefore to provide this corridor with a design 
that, in addition to solving the technical and functional constraints of the 
space, would give it a renewed character of its own, offering an innovative 
image to a currently nondescript space. 

In terms of functionality, the problems identified by the Town Hall have been 
resolved and the space has been designed to allow the use of the street by 
residents of the neighbourhood in exceptional circumstances, in the event 
that La Pau Street is cut for festivals or ball games. The junction with Plaça 
Pesqueres Street is also improved, consisting of two large green areas on both 
sides of the extension of Llebeig Street, as a link with the future improvments 
that are currently being studied by the Town Hall.
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The existing slope is adapted to the values established by the accessibility 
regulations, creating a succession of ramps interspersed with landings. The 
paving is based on transverse bands of concrete paving stone in a combination 
of different sizes and tones, which are coordinated with the succession of 
ramps and landings, and are visually extended laterally along the party walls 
by means of paint in a similar colour to the corresponding band. These bands 
create a sequence that introduces rhythm into the flow of the pedestrian 
street. The dimensions are tailored to the elements present and the sizes of 
the ramps and landings, forming a composition evocative of the urban fabric.

A false façade has been created to fill the gap in the sequence of buildings 
along la Pau Street and to protect Llebeig Street from the excessive wind that 
blows through it during certain seasons.

The composition of this façade has only two levels: the lower one is used to 
establish the different opening and access modalities, while the upper one 
is designed to bridge the gap in the continuity of the façades and provide 
signage for the space. The simplicity of the opaque white wall, with its neutral 
image, contrasts with the adjoining façades, thus discreetly highlighting the 
presence of Llebeig Street.

The ground level portion can be opened to allow different types of access, 
from totally open in seasons when wind is uncommon, to completely closed 
(with access for pedestrians) when the Llebeig wind blows. This design echoes 
the historic entrance door to the Church plaza, an emblematic space in the 
town.

A series of specifically designed benches have been introduced into the urban 
space. These are tiered benches made of outdoor-treated wooden slats for 
use on a metal structure. Some benches are located on the flat landing areas 
and others next to the gently sloped parts. The former are considered to be 
accessible for disabled people and therefore have a wooden backrest and the 
required dimensions in terms of accessibility. The benches are placed against 
the east façade, while the vegetation is located on the west side of the street to 
make the view more pleasant. Two wooden pergolas are situated at the south 
end of the street, which will eventually be covered by the vines planted for 
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Vegetation is introduced in a terraced style along the entire western party wall 
and there are also two green areas where it meets Plaça Pesqueres Street. The 
areas along the street contain low-growing vegetation that will not invade the 
passageway in the future, so traditional climbing species are planted in the 
area. These will grow along the supports established for them on the party 
walls and pergolas. In the larger areas, the soil will be covered with ground 
cover, and large shrubs, a tree and a palm tree will also be planted.

The lighting will be tailored to the pedestrian use of the space, based on wall 
brackets located at a height of 3 metres on one side of the street. The finish 
will be the same as that of the metal profiles of the false façade, in a graphite 
tone. 

Although it initially caused some reticence among the local population due 
to its innovative nature, the work on Llebeig Street has been well received 
and has been an emblematic project, seen as an “advance party” in the 
urban renewal process currently underway in El Poble Nou de Benitatxell, 
in accordance with the guidelines set out in the Master Plan for the 
Improvement of the Urban Landscape produced in 2019.
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The aim of this project is to define and assess the redevelopment of Padre Esplá Avenue between 
Ingeniero Canales Street and the periodista Clara Forner roundabout. At the same time, a new 
square will be created between Dr Nieto and Pintor Zuloaga streets, and the current Olivera 
Square will be enlarged by pedestrianising the adjacent streets and extending the pedestrianised 
area up to the avenue.

This set of actions will convert the current avenue into a future promenade, promoting 
pedestrian use, sustainable mobility and local commerce. This approach, based on social 
and environmental sustainability, includes a series of operations aimed at connecting 
neighbourhoods, promoting energy efficiency and pedestrian mobility, serving vulnerable 
groups of people, rehabilitating cultural and historical heritage and reactivating economic activity.

The project reorders Padre Esplá Avenue between Dr Nieto Street and the periodista Clara Forner 
roundabout. It also includes Olivera Square and Río Serpis Street as a connection between the two 
triangular squares located to the north of the avenue.

The avenue is currently in a dilapidated state, both physically and environmentally. It is a very 
unfriendly space for pedestrians. Despite its considerable width, it does not offer adequate space 
for walking and cycling. It also has a number of physical barriers that hinder its accessibility. 

The avenue lacks its own identity and its urban image is very heterogeneous due to the different 
heights and urban typologies existing in its different areas.

The objective is to adapt the current Padre Esplá Avenue to turn it into a friendly and attractive 
public space, changing its current configuration, which is mainly used vehicle traffic and car 
parking, into a promenade for pedestrians. 
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The aim is for Avenida Padre Esplá to stop being a barrier that divides the 
Plá neighbourhood in two. Lanes will be removed, sidewalks widened, new 
trees planted and small public spaces created. The sidewalks and the road are 
designed to be the same level, thus complying with accessibility regulations. 
At the same time, new and larger pedestrian crossings will be created. 
The sum of all these actions aims to make the avenue more permeable for 
pedestrians, with a clear objective of integrating the urban areas to the north 
and south of the avenue.

The public spaces are given continuity by directly linking Olivera Square with 
the avenue through the pedestrianisation of the surrounding streets. Near this 
square, a new square is created in front of the first block of Calle Padre Esplá, 
between Doctor Nieto Street and Pintor Zuloaga Street. The presence of these 
two squares, one on each side of the avenue, serves to provide leisure areas 
and public spaces for general use, and a pleasant climate through the profuse 
use of vegetation.

Longitudinally, in the absence of clear and regular alignments, and given 
the diversity of heights and building styles, it was decided to clearly mark a 
continuous reference axis capable of linking the avenue. The solution adopted 
is based on a new road layout, the aim of which is to avoid interactions and 
crossings between cars and bicycles and between bicycles and pedestrians as 
much as possible. At both ends, the new avenue is configured between two 
roundabouts: the roundabout periodista Clara Forner and a new roundabout 
that is smaller in size but able to handle the turns of city buses, even long 
articulated buses. The aim of this roundabout configuration is to avoid as 
many left turns as possible, so as not to interrupt the continuity of the bike 
lane.

The central position of the bike lane is intended to become a clear symbolic 
element, with the aim of encouraging the use of bicycles in the city of 
Alicante, as Avenida Padre Esplá is vital for linking up the bike lane networks 
that connect the city centre of Alicante with its peripheral avenues, such as 
Boulevard del Pla and Gran Vía.

The roundabout next to Sagrada Familia Square has been carefully designed 
to allow buses to turn and change direction.

To make turning even easier, the central island of the roundabout is made 
without curbs, creating a large flat space that allows special vehicles to turn 
directly if necessary.

The interior of the roundabout is paved with 10x10x8 cm pieces of black 
granite that can be driven over by road traffic. There are no projections or 
curbs and no vertical signage is placed in the central area of the roundabout. 
This will allow direct turns by vehicles of special dimensions at specific times.

In accordance with the contract specifications and the recommendations 
received, an attempt has been made to solve the existing problems and 
constraints by completely redeveloping the entire avenue and some of the 
surrounding areas.
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The construction works have included the demolition of the existing paving 
of the sidewalks, as the height of the curbs was changed and the layout of the 
street was modified, and the road surface also had to be regraded to adapt it to 
the new design. The demolition materials will be transported to an authorised 
landfill site.

The sidewalks are designed with photocatalytic paving, with anti-pollutant, 
biocidal and self-cleaning properties that are activated by sunlight or artificial 
light, keeping surfaces clean, considerably reducing pollutants and effectively 
contributing to improved air quality in urban areas. The paving consists of 
30x20x6 cm non-slip concrete blocks in granite/metal colour.

In the multi-purpose strip between the sidewalk and the road, in situ polished 
concrete paving is used.

Portuguese cobblestone pavement is used at the connections between the new 
squares and the avenue.

The pedestrian crossings are paved with 60x40x6 cm “button” type grey 
podotactile concrete slabs and 40x40x7 cm grey prefabricated grooved 
concrete slabs, directional, whose design complies with the criteria 
established by the accessibility and removal of architectural and urban 
barriers regulations of the Valencia Region (Order VIV/561/2010 of 1 February).

The road paving will be laid with a reinforcement layer of sound-absorbent 
asphalt agglomerate, type PA-11 from the catalogue of road surfaces of the 
Valencia Region, in order to reduce the acoustic levels caused by road traffic.

The project includes the installation of all the manholes in the sidewalks and 
roadway at the new level, and the relocation of all the existing scuppers to the 
new collection points for surface runoff water.

The lighting of the entire street is modernised to meet quality and energy 
efficiency standards, with luminaires featuring LED lamps, neutral white in 
colour and with high luminous flux, equipped with a remote management 
device, whose main property is to provide greater energy efficiency, reducing 
energy and maintenance costs. To optimise energy efficiency and achieve 
less light pollution, the upper hemispheric flux of the streetlights will be 0%. 
These luminaires will be mounted on telescopic cylindrical poles, painted in 
the RAL colour defined in the design specifications, with polyester powder 
paint applied by electrodeposition with a minimum thickness of 60 microns.  
The new lighting network will be connected to the existing network, after 
dismantling the luminaires located on the building façades.

The civil engineering works included in the public lighting section will 
include the construction of conduits for corrugated polyethylene pipes, with 
two 90 mm nominal diameter pipes under a concrete prism on sidewalks, and 
three DN 110 mm pipes also under a concrete prism at road crossings. The 
junction boxes for the light points will be 35x35 cm free internal cross-section 
and 40 cm deep, with a 40x40 cm cover. The road crossing junction boxes will 
be 40x40 cm with a free internal cross-section and 80 cm deep, with a 50x50 
cm cover. The designed lighting calculations have been made taking into 
account compliance with the Energy Efficiency Regulations.
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Landscaping and urban tree planting is intended to act as an organising 
element of the urban fabric and as road cover, giving the buildings a human 
scale, contributing to the reduction of CO2, creating a microclimate and re-
establishing the environmental and social balance of the public space. The 
trees to be planted in the sidewalk tree surrounds, formed by 100x10 mm 
hot-galvanised steel plates, will be Celtis Australis with a trunk perimeter 
of 20-25 cm, arranged with supports. As a complement to these trees, other 
decorative species will appear along the avenue. Coconut trees will be used 
in the squares, placed in staggered rows at a distance of 6 m, creating shaded 
areas in line with other public spaces in the city. The planters will be made of 
solid concrete with the same characteristics as the sidewalk paving, and will 
house dwarf coniferous shrubs, Juniperus Pfitzeriana Aurea, which spread 
their branches and are highly resistant to drought and pests.

For the irrigation of the trees and gardening to be carried out in the street, this 
project includes the civil works for the opening of trenches, backfilling and 
the execution of the necessary manholes for the location of the drip irrigation 
network and the connection to the existing network.

Finally, the project specifications define all the signage elements, both 
horizontal and vertical, in accordance with the design and quality criteria of 
Alicante City Council.

The horizontal signage includes 0.10 and 0.15 m wide reflective white paint 
lines to separate lanes and parking strips; pedestrian crossings; 0.40 m wide 
stop lines; directional arrows; and yield and stop symbols. As for vertical 
signage, existing signage will be reused and relocated.
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